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Abstract— Enabling mobile robots for solving challenging
and diverse shape, texture, and motion related tasks with high
fidelity vision requires the integration of novel multimodal
imaging sensors and advanced fusion techniques. However, it
is associated with high cost, power, hardware modification,
and computing requirements which limit its scalability. In
this paper, we propose a novel Simultaneously Learned Auto
Encoder Domain Adaptation (SAEDA)-based transfer learning
technique to empower noisy sensing with advanced sensor suite
capabilities. In this regard, SAEDA trains both source and
target auto-encoders together on a single graph to obtain the
domain invariant feature space between the source and target
domains on simultaneously collected data. Then, it uses the
domain invariant feature space to transfer knowledge between
different signal modalities. The evaluation has been done on
two collected datasets (LiDAR and Radar) and one existing
dataset (LiDAR, Radar and Video) which provides a significant
improvement in quadruped robot-based classification (home
floor and human activity recognition) and regression (surface
roughness estimation) problems. We also integrate our sensor
suite and SAEDA framework on two real-time systems (vacuum
cleaning and Mini-Cheetah quadruped robots) for studying the
feasibility and usability.

Index Terms— Radar, Lidar, Domain Adaptation, Activity
Recognition, Surface Characterization, Quadruped robot

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advancements of mobile robotic vision technolo-
gies (such as LiDAR, Camera, Depth, Infrared, Radar, Tera-
hertz sensors) enable quadruped robots to navigate walking
paths for blinds [1], play with owner [2], guardhouse from
intruders [3], remote monitoring of oil, gas and power
installations and the construction sites [4]. However, all of
the above applications are involved a task-specific sensor
suite which limits the scalability of the system [1]–[4]. Some
of the sensors are more powerful than others in the task-
specific applications, such as Lidars are generally found
much superior to Radar in empowering mobile robots to
solve versatile shape and movement sensing problems [5].
Recent advancements in radar imaging technology hold sig-
nificant promise in versatile sensing applications with mobile
robots due to affordability, reliability, and higher material
penetrability (surface properties). But, radar still falls short
in capturing precise and high-fidelity images of objects,
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surfaces, and human activities with a signal-to-noise ratio as
high as Lidar [5]. To accommodate the capabilities of both
of the sensors, recent quadruped robots use both imaging
modalities and sometimes more advanced ones along with
novel fusion techniques and algorithms facilitating signifi-
cant improvement in robotic vision-based solutions [6]–[8].
Thus, scaling capabilities of existing mobile robots have
become impossible without modifying existing hardware
and algorithms, which forces customers to replace the old
system with the latest one. In this paper, we present a way
of improving the capabilities of existing quadruped robot
vision, by utilizing a temporarily designed advanced sensor
suite to align with existing sensors, collect few simultaneous
data and use that to train a new algorithm to sustain the
advanced sensor suite’s capabilities without its presence i.e.,
empowering an existing mobile robot’s capabilities without
any permanent hardware modifications.

Several recent works have explored simultaneous learning
and knowledge transfer among multiple sensing modalities
in solving complex robotic autonomy, navigation, and vision
problems. Weston et. al. [9] proposed a self-supervised deep
learning-based method to estimate Radar sensor grid cell
occupancy probabilities considering simultaneously collected
Lidar-based probabilities as labels to train a deep regression
model. [10] developed a deep learning framework for Radar-
based multi-object localization where the labels come from
the sophisticated Lidar and RGB camera fusion-based mod-
els. In [11], researchers show that a Lidar-based localization
framework ScanContext [12] can be used with radar data
to improve the radar accuracy. An indoor localization using
geometric structure was shown in [13] marking the radar
points on lidar generated maps and CAD models. Yin et. al.
[14] proposed a conditional generative adversarial network
(GAN) based domain adaptation technique, the closest work
to SAEDA to generate Lidar representations of Frequency-
Modulated Continuous-Wave (FMCW) Radar data and learn
from it. A Monte Carlo localization (MCL) system is also
formulated by motion and measurement models [14]. None
of the above methods propose to utilize domain adaptation
to enhance robotic vision capabilities aided by a temporarily
advanced sensor suite and simultaneous learning schemes on
temporarily collected simultaneous data.

In this paper, we aim to answer two key questions: (q1)
Can a temporarily integrated sensor suite collected high-
dimensional heterogeneous simultaneous data be utilized to
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Fig. 1: Our Lidar-Radar sensor suite integrated with Vacuum
Cleaning Robot and Mini-Cheetah quadruped robot [25]

empower existing mobile robot vision with transfer learning?
and (q2) Can we optimize the number of simultaneously
collected labeled data i.e., semi-supervised learning? Recent
advancement of deep domain adaptation facilitates signif-
icant improvement in target domain classification perfor-
mance in presence of label scarcity [15], noise [16], and
heterogeneity [15] via generative networks ( [16]–[18]) or
Discrepancy-based methods ( [19]–[22]). However, the gen-
erative networks-based domain adaptations training process
is complex and does not guarantee convergence in the case
of high-dimensional signals (Lidar/Radar) (q1) [23]. On the
other hand, discrepancy-based methods related errors on
the target domain are bounded by distribution divergence
which makes it difficult to learn a domain invariant feature
space between the heterogeneous source and target domain
(q1) [24]. Finally, all of the existing domain adaptation
methods need an extensive amount of labeled source data that
challenges q2 requiring to design of a new domain adaptation
algorithm for our target problem.

In this paper, we propose SAEDA, an auto-encoder based
domain adaptation method which is both easy to train like
discrepancy based methods [20], [26], [27] and achieve a
state of the art performance like adversarial networks [15],
[28] both in semi-supervised use cases [20], [26] in presence
of a small amount of labeled target dataset. More specifically,
our key contributions are as follows:

• We propose a novel simultaneous learning scheme for
high dimensional imaging modalities (LiDAR/Radar)
via a novel loss function which helps the target feature
space to be adapted along the way of learning of the
source domain feature space with only simultaneously
collected data from existing imaging modality and tem-
porarily designed high fidelity sensor suite.

• Additionally, we design a classification method by
utilizing learned domain invariant feature spaces from
the source and transferring them to the target to sus-
tain characteristics of both discrepancy and adversarial
based domain adaptation characteristics altogether for
the semi-supervised scenario.

• We evaluate the performance of SAEDA with real-time
data on three use cases: (i) human activity recogni-
tion for robot-human interaction research, (ii) surface
characterization to assist mobile robot for automated
vacuum cleaning planning, and (iii) sandpaper surface
estimation.

• Finally, we integrate our high fidelity sensor suite
(LiDAR+Radar) in the Mini-Cheetah quadruped robot
and study the efficacy/feasibility of our framework and
system for outdoor surveillance.

II. DEEP DOMAIN ADAPTATION MODELING

A. Setting

We denote the source domain data having ns numbers of
samples as Ds = {(Xi

s, Y
i
s )}ns where Xi

s and Y i
s are the

features and the class label of the ith sample respectively.
Here, Xi

s ∈ Rds ; ds is the dimension of the source features.
We define the source domain classification task, Ts is to
classify the source domain data correctly.

In case of the target domain data-set, we divide it into two
dis-join sets, one for labeled (Dl) and another for unlabeled
(Du) samples. So, the target domain, Dt = Dl ∪ Du =
{(Xi

tl, Y
i
tl)}nl ∪ {(Xi

tu}nu . Here, Xi
tl, X

i
tu ∈ Rdt are the

labeled and the unlabeled ith target samples respectively
where dt is the dimension of the target domain features.
We assume ns � nl and nu � nl, the number of target
labeled sample is very smaller than number of target labeled
and source labeled sample in our domain adaptation setup.
Similar to Ts, the target classification task Tt is defined to
classify the unlabeled target data Xi

tu

B. Adaptive Autoencoder via Simultaneous Learning

Fig. 2 (a) shows the complete training process of SAEDA
where learning happens in three steps, simultaneous training
of the auto-encoders, training the classifier, and fine-tuning.

1) Training the Auto-encoders via Simultaneous Learning:
In this stage, the source and the target auto-encoders are
trained with respective batches of feature vectors simulta-
neously. Eventually, the encoder parts of the auto-encoder,
Es(·) and Et(·) map the input features Xs and Xt to the
bottleneck feature representation space X̂s and X̂t respec-
tively.

X̂s = Es(Xs), X̂t = Et(Xt) (1)

During the training, the objective function is set in a way
that minimizes the statistical distance between X̂s and X̂t.
We propose to modify the Maximum Mean Discrepancy
(MMD) [29] loss function and introduce the Class-wise
MMD which minimizes the domain discrepancy according
to the classes along the training. However, we apply a
simultaneous learning scheme where both of the source
and target auto-encoders get optimized simultaneously on a
single graph developed on the top of both auto-encoders. This
ensures matching of complex features between the source
and the target domain along the way of convergence. We



(a) (b)

Fig. 2: (a) Training procedures of our SAEDA architecture. The dashed line represents the module is already trained and
the weights are frozen in this step. The solid line represents the weights of this module are being updated in this step. (b)
Network architecture of the source and the target auto-encoder.

design a self reconstruction loss which sets the source auto-
encoder optimization loss as follows.
Ls = − 1

Ns

∑Ns

i=1X
i
s · log(p(Xi

s))+(1−Xi
s) · log(1−p(Xi

s))

Here, p(Xi
s) = Es(D

s(Xi
s)) is the source reconstruction

probability of Xs
i by the source auto-encoder with Ns

number of source sample. On the other hand, we design a
target auto-encoder loss function considering the weighted
sum of self reconstruction loss and the class-wise MMD loss
as follows.
Lt = Lr + β · Lcws MMD

Lr = − 1
Nt

∑Nt

i=1X
i
t · log p(Xi

t)+(1−Xi
s) · log (1−p(Xi

t))
Here β is a scaling parameter that determines the relative

importance between the class-wise MMD loss (Lcws MMD)
and the reconstruction loss (Lr).

2) Class-wise MMD (cws-MMD) loss for Simultaneous
Learning: The MMD [29] loss function calculates the sta-
tistical distance between the centroids of the source and the
target feature distributions. So, The MMD loss function can
be quantified as,

LMMD(X̂s, X̂t) =
∥∥∥ 1
ns

∑ns

i=1 X̂
i
s − 1

nt

∑nt

i=1 X̂
i
t

∥∥∥2
Where X̂i

s and X̂i
t are the ith feature representation for

source and target data respectively.
In designing our cws-MMD loss, we intend to calculate the

divergence between class conditional probability distribution
P(X|Y ) between the source and the target datasets. As a
result, the divergence of class conditional probability can
be approximated by calculating the distance between the
centroids of corresponding source and the target class. Then,
cws-MMD loss function can be defined as,

Lcws MMD(X̂s, X̂t) =

1

C

C∑
k=1

∥∥∥∥∥∥ 1

nks

nk
s∑

i=1

X̂s
k,i −

1

nkt

nk
t∑

i=1

X̂t
k,i

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

(2)

Here, C is the maximum number of classes in the source
and the target data. This new class-wise loss function aligns
the source and target feature spaces according to the classes
rather than the whole dataset blindly. This ensures the feature
space alignment class by class for between the source and
target domains.

3) Training and fine-tuning the Classifier: With the
trained source and the target auto-encoders, we have a fine-
tuned domain invariant feature space that can be used for
semi-supervised (very few target labels) transfer learning.
First, we train the classifier network with already trained
feature space X̂s from the source encoder as features and
the labels of the source domain samples as the target. We
then freeze the learned classifier network and use it to predict
the classes of the target feature representation X̂t in a semi-
supervised fashion. The objective function of learning for the
classifier network is,
minfc Lc[Y

s, fc(X̂s)]
Here, the classifier network is represented by fc(·). We use

categorical cross-entropy loss for optimization of classifier
network. The complete training procedure of our proposed
SAEDA framework is presented in Algorithm 1.

C. Why SAEDA Works

Considering our auto-encoder based framework depicted
in Eq. (1),(2), and Fig. 2, we can have the following
assumptions:

a) Hypothesis 1: : The bottleneck feature distribution
of the same classes in the source and the target domains are
statistically similar. Formally, if Cs = Ct then, Es(X

s
Cs

) ∼=
Et(X

t
Ct
) where Cs and Ct are the class label of source and

target domain data respectively.
b) Hypothesis 2: : The bottleneck feature distribution

of different classes are statistically dissimilar. If Cs 6= Ct

then, Es(X
s
Cs

) � Et(X
t
Ct
).



Algorithm 1: Training Procedure of Auto-encoder
based Domain Adaptation (SAEDA)

Input : Labeled Source Domain, Ds = {Xs, Y s},
Labeled Target Domain, Dt

l = {Xt
l , Y

t
l },

Unlabeled Target Domain, Dt
u = {Xt

u}, model
parameter β, number of classifier layers cl, and
bottleneck space size b

Output: Prediction class labels of unlabeled target domain,
Dt

u = {Xt
u}

1 Match the number of samples by class in Ds and Dt
l by

randomly resampling the smaller class-domain;
2 Sort Ds and Dt

l by class. Initialize the source and the
target auto-encoder weights randomly;

3 Set the loss function Ls and Lt to the source and the
target auto-encoder;

4 repeat
5 Train source and target auto-encoders with {Xs, Xs}

and {Xt
l , X

t
l } respectively.

6 until Ls and Lt converges;
7 Take only Encoder part of source AE network and append

Classifier network with it;
8 Freeze the Encoder and randomly initialize the Classifier;
9 repeat

10 Train Encoder + Classifier network with Xs, Y s;
11 until Test Loss converge;
12 Take target encoder and cascade with classifier network;
13 Freeze target encoder part of the network;
14 repeat
15 Train target encoder + classifier network with labelled

target data, {Xt
l , Y

t
l };

16 until test loss converge;
17 Predict the label of the target unlabelled target data,
Dt

u = {Xt
u} with encoder + classifier network;

c) Hypothesis 3: : Let denote XC is the set of feature
samples of both source and target domain of class C. For
each C, there exist a domain encoder E∗(XC) and a decoder
D∗(E∗(XC)), and

lim
XC−→∞

1

XC
Lcws MMD(PX̂s−→t

(·|C, V ), PXC (·|C, V )) = 0

(3)
Where PX̂s−→t

(·|C, V ) is the conditional probability of
feature embedding transfer from source to target with respect
to the class C and the domain invariant feature space V . Star
(*) notation indicates to include both of the source and target
domains.

If the bottleneck feature space dimension is set critically,
the optimization loss function in Equations 3 and 4 will
satisfy the ideal domain adaptation property in equation 9.
This will match the class-wise domain distribution between
the source and the target domain. In this case, it will
only hold the domain invariant feature space representation
V for every class and discard the domain-specific feature
space representations Us and U t. This extraction of domain
invariant information V in the bottleneck layers enables
efficient distribution matching between source and target
domain in the corresponding classes. In Fig 4-I, the decision
boundary (the solid red line) is only trained on the source
data which easily violates the feature space of target data.

Fig. 3: The t-SNE visu-
alization of the target do-
main feature representation
space, before domain adap-
tation (top) and after domain
adaptation (bottom). Differ-
ent colors represent different
classes of floor surface clas-
sification problem.

Fig. 4: The illustration of our
SAEDA learning framework.
Solid and dashed circles rep-
resent the source and the tar-
get domain respectively. The
green and blue region repre-
sent two different classes.

TABLE I: Vayyar Imaging Radar and Hypersen Solid State
Lidar Comparisons.

Parameters Radar Lidar
Cost $599 USD $699 USD
Resolution 450×60 320×240
FPS 8 17
Power Supply 4.5V 9-12V
Current 0.4-0.9 A 0.25 - 1.2 A

With a simultaneous learning framework, the source and the
target feature spaces align one with another (Fig 4-II). Semi-
supervised fine-tuning with small numbers of target labeled
data enables decision boundary to align according to the
newly aligned source and the target feature spaces (Fig 4-III).
Eventually, our SAEDA model generates a robust decision
boundary (Fig 4-IV).

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Our sensor suite consists of an Imaging Radar (Vayyar
Imaging Radar Walabot 60 GHz) and a Solid-State Lidar
(Hypersen Solid-State Lidar). We align both of the sensors
together focusing on a single region of interest (ROI) as show
in Fig. 1. Table I provides detailed comparisons between
Lidar and Radar, that prove that Radar is much efficient
in terms of cost, computation (lower resolution and Frame
per seconds (FPS)), and power consumption. We integrate
our prototype Lidar-Radar pair with Vacuum Cleaning Robot
and Mini Cheetah via USB for both power supply and data
streaming.

We collected two different datasets in the lab environment
and used an existing dataset which is described below:



TABLE II: Relation of sandpaper grit and surface roughness.

Sandpaper grit 120 240 320 500 1000
Roughness (µm) 59.5 30.0 23.1 15.1 9.2

1) Floor Dataset: We integrated our Lidar and Radar
sensor suite in an automatic vacuum cleaning robot
(as shown in Fig. 1) and collected simultaneous data
on different floor types consists of (1) wooden floor,
(2) tiles, (3) thin carpet, (4) thick carpet, (5) leather,
(6) wet wooden floor, (7) wet tiles and (8) wet leather.
The distance from the ground to the sensor is 36 cm.
The data collection has been done for 5 minutes for
each of the surface each, in a total, 40 minutes of
collected data. We consider a 5 seconds window with
40% overlap for classification.

2) Sandpaper Dataset: We used sandpaper with various
grits as the surface roughness according to the ISO
6344 international standard. The used types of sand-
paper used and their respective surface roughness as
presented in Table II. To measure the surface rough-
ness, a PMMA support was fixed firmly at a distance
of 25 cm from the sensor surfaces, and sandpapers
of different roughness were fixed to it. We performed
the data collection 30 times by change angels, in total
30,000+ frames for each sensor (Lidar and Radar).

3) LAMAR Human Activity Dataset: This is an ex-
isting dataset consists of three imaging modalities
(video camera, millimeter-wave Radar and Lidar) and
6 student volunteers (graduate, undergraduate and high
school students) with 7 different activities (”bend-
ing”, ”check watch”, ”call”, ”single wave”, ”walking”,
”two wave”, ”normal standing”) in 3 different rooms.
[30], [31]

A. Implementation Details

We implement SAEDA with TensorFlow and Keras. We
keep the data pre-processing and the batch size consistent
all over the data-sets. We keep the architecture of the auto-
encoders symmetric along with the bottleneck layer as shown
in Fig 2(b). As a result, the topology of decoder layers
is a reverse of the encoder layers. We use upsampling
2 × 2 layers in the decoder modules instead of maxpool
2 × 2 layer in the encoder modules to keep the symmetry.
There are three convolution layers and one fully connected
layer in every encoder and the decoder module. We use the
convolution layer as the first layer of the encoder and the
second to the last layer of the decoder having 16 filters and
a filter size of 2 × 2. In case of the second layer of the
encoder and the third to the last layer of the decoder, we
use another convolution layer having 32 numbers of filters
and a filter size of 3 × 3. The bottleneck layer consists of
100 neurons with relu activation. Finally, we use an output
convolution layer as the last layer of the decoder module
of filter size 3 × 3 and the number of filters same as the
number of channels in the images. We also use a dummy

TABLE III: Surface Roughness Estimation Result compar-
isons on Sandpaper dataset. Surface roughness has been
estimated as (Microns) µm. R2 score has been used to
calculate the goodness of the estimation performance

Method Radar Lidar Radar
→Lidar

Lidar→
Radar

Radar +
Lidar

CORAL [21] 0.8350 0.8532 0.9021 0.9143 0.9235
VADA [34] 0.8135 0.8298 0.9147 0.9276 0.9421
CGAN [18] 0.7064 0.7673 0.7661 0.9024 0.9143
APE [35] 0.9153 0.9312 0.9624 0.9701 0.9694
SAEDA 0.9848 0.8995 0.9976 0.9972 0.9986

layer between the bottleneck layers to maintain the source
and target auto-encoders in a single graph so that we can
train both simultaneously (as shown in Fig 2(b)). The dummy
layer consists of a unity weight with zero activation function
so that it does not affect any functionality of our system. We
use Adam [32] optimization function with learning rate of
1× 10−4 to optimize the network. We optimize the learning
rate and the parameter β using hyper-parameter tuning. The
final value of β is 0.25. We run our SAEDA model on a
server having Nvidia GTX GeForce Titan X GPU and Intel
Xeon CPU (2.00GHz) processor with 12 Gigabytes of RAM.

IV. RESULTS

We implement four baseline methods: Deep Correla-
tion Alignment (CORAL) [33], Virtual Adversarial Domain
Adaptation (VADA) [34], Conditional GAN (CGAN) [13]
and Attract, Perturb, and Explore (APE) [35].

A. Classification Results: Activity and Floor Recognition

Fig.6(a) and Fig. 6(b) show performance comparisons
of SAEDA framework with baseline methods. It can be
depicted that SAEDA outperforms baseline methods signifi-
cantly providing on average 4.5% and 3.2% improvements
of accuracies than the nearest baseline methods for activity
recognition and floor surface recognition respectively. Fig.
5 shows the confusion matrix of activity recognition and
floor surface recognition for both Lidar → Radar and Radar
→ Lidar domain adaptations. Fig. 5 shows that Radar →
Lidar provides extremely low accuracy comparing to Lidar
→ Radar adaptations. The accuracy differences are expected
as we know 60 GHz Radar is highly absorbed by water
providing significant changes in signals while Lidar signals
are partially absorbed by water. On the other hand, Radar→
Lidar provides better accuracy than Lidar → Radar due to
Lidar’s higher accuracy in position measurement (precision
level is 1 cm for Hypersen Solid-State Lidar) than Radar.

B. Regression Results: Surface Roughness Characterization

We substitute softmax layer of SAEDA framework to a lin-
ear regression layer to create a regression problem for surface
roughness estimation. Table III shows the comparisons of
R2(R− Squared) and Mean Squared Error (MSE) metrics
of the different algorithms in estimating surface roughness.
R-squared quantifies the relative percentage measure of the
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Fig. 5: Confusion Matrix of activity recognition accuracy for (a) Lidar → Radar and (b) Video → Radar domain adaptation
on LAMAR dataset as well as floor surface classification for (c) Lidar → Radar and (d) Radar → Lidar on our dataset
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Fig. 6: (a) Activity Recognition Result Comparisons with
Baseline (b) Floor surface recognition result Comparisons
with Baseline methods

variance of dependent variables from the model, which can
be defined as R2 = 1− sum of squares of residuals

total sum of squares . It can be easily
viewed that the Radar sensor outperforms Lidar in detecting
surface roughness. Also, SAEDA framework improves the
domain adaptation significantly than the baseline methods.

C. Outdoor Test using Mini-Cheetah Robot

To see the feasibility of our roughness estimator in the
four-legged robot application, we integrate our Radar and
Lidar sensor suite with Mini-Cheetah and run an outdoor
experiment. In this test, Mini-Cheetah moves around differ-
ent surfaces which include thick grass, leather carpet, leaf,
and thin grass (Fig. 7). The locomotion controller of [36] is
used and there is no feedback from the vision sensors in this
test. We intentionally decouple the walking control from the
estimation to watch that the terrain roughness is reasonably
estimated even under the notable disturbance coming from
the general walking behavior. The test results are summarized
in Table IV. It is visible that leaves are the softest surface in
the wild while thick grass can be considered as the roughest
surface as per our feasibility study.

V. DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows the t-SNE [37] feature representation of
target domain features before and after domain adaptation.
Different colors represent different classes in the target
domain. From the t-SNE plot, it is evident that feature
representation space is not well clustered before domain
adaptation which leads to misclassification and hence lower

TABLE IV: Mini-Cheetah Robot Outdoor Test Result.

Surface Grass ThickCarpet LeatherCarpet Leaves
Roughness
(µm)

30.5 ±
3.5

19.5± 2.3 15.2± 2.6 10.6 ±
1.4

classification score. On the other hand, the decision bound-
ary on the well-clustered feature representation space can
easily separate the classes correctly which leads to a higher
classification score.

Fig. 7: Mini-Cheetah walks over different surfaces (grass,
carpet, leaf surfaces) while carrying our sensor suite.

VI. CONCLUSION

SAEDA is capable of learning domain invariant feature
space between simultaneously collected noisy and error-
free sensor signals, enabling the development of the semi-
supervised transfer learning framework. Experimental evalu-
ation on three distinct recognition tasks using collected and
public datasets, and feasibility study provides ample evidence
that SAEDA is capable of amplifying any robotic sensing
performance with the involvement of least possible hardware
and computational complexity. This framework, revolution-
izing the idea of hardware integration virtualization, is able
to provide existing deployed sensors-integrated autonomous
system such capabilities that only could be achieved using
expensive hardware modifications and computationally com-
plex infrastructure or replacement of the latest version of
mobile robotic systems.
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